Abstract-This paper presents an analog neuromimetic designed analog neuromimetic integrated circuits based on integrated circuit and an associated system dedicated for Hodgkin-Huxley formalism, including the description of experiments of parameters extraction in biological neuron calcium-dependent channels [12]. One of the last models. The IC based on Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) formalism neuromimetic integrated circuit (IC) that we have designed is computes in real-time and continuous mode. The dedicated a mixed analog-digital chip. Its main features are: it system is a PCI board that is able to program dynamically the simulates in biological real-time the neuron activity neuron model parameters in the IC. The full system, which (membrane potential); it is able to process models with onincludes the IC and the PCI board, is used to build a new chip dynamically programmable parameters. To design neuromimetic IC (in contrast to bio-inspired IC), we chose the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism. The main Neuromimetic systems can also be helpful tools for advantage of this formalism is that it relies on parameters, neurophysiology experiments. For example, to specify a which are biophysically realistic, by the way of a biological neuron, neuroscientists use the voltage-clamp conductance-based expression of the neural activity (see technique [10]. This is a long process, where the in-vitro cell detailed description of the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism in activity is measured in a way that it fits one by one ionic [14] ). We will express here the conductance-based principle channel while measuring the cell surface area and the and find out generic expressions for these conductance membrane capacitance. Another technique is to use phenomena. optimization algorithms to identify the electrical behavior of the observed cell to a mathematical model. When the neuron
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C. The system Figure 6 illustrates plots such a phase diagram in the case A complete computer-based system was built to exploit of a three conductances neuron model [16] . We plot the A complete computer-based system was built to exploit phase diagram of the reference activity and the simulated the designed ASICs (see Fig. 5 ). The experimenter defines activity, which simulates a set of parameters arbitrary the neurons model parameters, using interface softwarei chosen. In that demonstration case, the reference activity is Theses characteristics include the ionic channels choice from an already known model card, obtained from voltagebetween sodium, potassium, leakage, calcium and calciumclamp experiments, and is software simulated. This plot dependent potassium and the parameters values for each points out the difference between the two electrical activities, channel. These data are sent to the IC through the analog and and the "error" is clearly visible. This means that the IC digital buses described in the previous paragraph The analog parameters are not well tuned to fit the reference model. The computation core simulates in real-time the membrane optimization technique will minimize the error function to potential, which is digitized through an analog digital obtain closer trajectories in the phase diagram. The error converter and sent to the computer for display, storage or function definition and the optimization algorithms choice further processing.
are discussed in [17] . [18] A"ere"
